Abstract-Since the 1980s, the concept lattice was studied and applied to the problems of text mining, frequent itemset, classification, etc. The formal concept analysis -FCA is one of the main techniques applied in the concept lattice. FCA is a mathematical theory which is applied to the data mining by setting a table with rows describing objects and columns describing attributes, with relationships between them, and then sets up the concept lattice structure. In the area of information retrieval, FCA considers the correlation of objects-attributes the same as those of documents-terms. In the process of setting up the lattice, FCA defines each node in the lattice as a concept. The algorithm for the construction of concept lattice will install a couple on each node, including a set of documents with common terms, and a set of terms which co-occurs in documents. In a larger scale, each concept in the lattice could be recognized as a couple of questions -answers. In the lattice, the action of browsing up or down of nodes will allow approaching more general concepts or more detail concepts, respectively.
Introduction
F CA appeared in the early 1980s, from that time, more than 10,000 scientific publications and a series of tools have been deployed in the fact [1] . For example, applications analyzing data, sorting the search results on web according to the concepts -based on the common subjects [2] , semantic web service [3] , finding frequent itemset, analyzing, identifying and correcting errors of source code, in the network applications such as analyzing and organizing set of documents, emails and many other data analysis applications [4] . Since now, in our opinion, in Vietnam there hasnt any research applying the concept lattice for data-mining and information retrieval.
The concepts, formally, express the concepts in the nature such as: organisms living in water, automobile has wheel guiding system, all numbers that are divisible by 3 and 4 can be divisible by 6. In the case of a specific set of documents, after extracting set of formal concepts (set of documents -set of terms), there will be a certain relation between them because the concepts share the attributes (terms), this is the basis to create the concept lattice.
To obtain the concept lattice, it is necessary to use the formal concept analysis. The process of setting up the concept lattice includes two clear stages. In the stage one, extract from the set of documents to set of concepts. In the stage two, use the gained set of concepts for creating and browsing the lattice. The query entered by the user will match with the concepts on the lattice, if it is similarity, the set of documents in the concept and in the parent layers of the concept will be the set of results that needs to be found.
The purpose of this paper is to present the basic theories, algorithms of the concept lattice: principles, definitions, studies and experiments of applicability of the lattice in text mining and searching data. The paper is arranged in 5 parts: Part 1: introduction; Part 2: overview of lattice in mathematics. Part 3: describe principle of concept lattice, give illustrative examples. Part 4: specific process of extracting set of concepts in the lattice creation and browsing algorithms. Part 5: present the advantages and disadvantages of concept lattice and conclusion.
Overview of lattice in mathematics

Definitions
The ordered set (L, ≤ ) is called a lattice if all pairs of elements (a, b) ∈ L exist supremum (least upper bound) and infimum (greatest lower bound) [5] .
In the ordered set (A, ≤ ) the supremum, infimum of subset B ⊆ A if exists, denoted by Sup(B), Inf(B); Case
The operations ∨, ∧ are the binary operations on L, called "disjunction" and "conjunction".
The ordered set (L, ≤ ) is called a fully-lattice if ∀ S ⊆ L, S = ∅ exist Sup(S), Inf(S).
Proposition
The operations on lattice have the following properties [5] :
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From the above propositions, we have algebraic definitions of lattice.
Set L together with binary operations ∨, ∧ satisfying the properties (1), (2) , (3), (4) is called a lattice.
Principle of concept lattice in FCA
From the hypothesis of objects -attributes correlation (G-M) is considered as documents -terms correlation, all the definitions below are presented from the view of FCA [6] If referring to the experimental search problem, G includes documents in data set, M includes terms respectively in files: G={doc1, doc2, …, docn}; M={term1, term2, …, termk}. 
there will be an arc oriented between X and Y on the Hasse diagram.
From the above definitions, we express the definition of concept-lattice: For example, the Hasse diagram sets up lattice with 10 natural numbers [10] (with notations c: composite number; s: square number, e: even number; o: odd number, p: prime number). Concept c=({2, 3, 5, 7}, {p}) is the parent concept of c=({2}, {e, p}) and c=({3, 5, 7}, {o. p}).
1) Example 1:
With a set of objects that are the names of animals, a set of attributes that are the characteristics of animals, the formal context table is described as follows: Corresponding to the query "please tell, what species have wing, flyable and give birth?", the browse and search on the lattice will give result as a concept C={G, M}=({Bat}, {Flyable, Have wing, Give birth}). Formal context table for flying network of  airlines in Star alliance:   TABLE II.  ILLUSTRATIVE CONTEXT-TABLE 2 Set of attributes M 
2) Example 2:
Set
Illustrative examples
To have a more visual view of concept lattice, the paper presents two illustrative examples in the nature for concept lattice (set of objects, set of attributes):
1) Example 1: With a set of objects that are the names of animals, a set of attributes that are the characteristics of animals, the formal context 
Creating and browsing lattice
Creating lattice
Since Wille found the mathematical model for the concept lattice (1982) [7] , up to now, many algorithms on creating lattice have been provided [1] . The report presents AddIntent algorithm that is the improved version of AddAtom lattice creation algorithm [8] . With the fact that, when the concepts in the lattice are increased with speed of exponential, demand the calculating time of CPU, the lattice creation algorithms try to approach to the computational complexity with polynomial time. With AddIntent algorithm, the time of algorithm is calculated in the best case that is evaluated
. Where L is the concept lattice, G is the set of objects of L, max(g) is the greatest attribute number of a concept in L.
It can be said that, in the lattice creation algorithms, AddIntent is the technique to add gradually the concepts to the lattice -in other words, it is assumed that the data set has N documents, AddIntent will gradually add the document 1, 2, . . . i, i+1, . . . , N to lattice Ł i , Ł i + 1, . . . L. In the AddIntent algorithm, there are two pseudo-code sections that play the main role: CreateLatticeIncrementally and AddIntent. Interpretation: CreateLatticeIcrementally procedure (G, M, I) receives all data sets (set of objects G includes files, set of attributes M includes terms in files, correlation I belongs to G, M). AddIntent is the algorithm in Bottom-Up direction, assigned by 0, M. It means that, the BottomConcept contains all terms of lattice L (row 02). The process starts with updating BottomConcept to the bottom of lattice (row 03). With each object g of the set of objects G (with each file of set of files), AddIntent calls procedure to gradually add the concepts to the concept lattice, transmits to AddIntent with three parameters: g (intent, set of terms in a file), BottomConcept concept (set of terms in files) and lattice L (row 04, 05). In the procedure-body, AddIntent creates concept (and connections with other concepts), For.. End For loop of the procedure takes in turn each concept of the set of created concepts to update to Extent, row 06. The finished procedure is the created lattice. Interpretation: The returned value of AddIntent function is a concept, this concept belongs to one of three forms:
• As a new concept, AddIntent adds to lattice.
• As an old concept (existed in lattice), AddIntent stops.
• As a concept that is created from the intersection of concepts (intersection of set of terms), AddIntent adds to lattice.
The first row of algorithm (row 02) calls GetMaxConcept function, the returned result is a concept containing a lot of Intents that are most coincident with intent of the input variable, assigned to GeneratorConcept parameter. If Intent (set of terms) of GeneratorConcept concept is equal to the set of terms of intent input parameter (in other words, two documents are identical in terms, or in other words, this concept is the old concept, existed in lattice) the algorithm finishes (row 03, 04, 05).
If not, this is a NewConcept. AddIntent adds concept to lattice. From row 06 to row 24, based on the definition of the Hasse diagram, the algorithm will survey the set of parent concepts (list of GeneratorParents) of GeneratorConcept. For .. End For loop (row 08-24) assigns in turn the elements in list of GeneratorParents to Candidate variable. If Intent (set of terms) of Candidate variable is different from the intent input parameter (row 09), the algorithm calls AddIntent recursion to ensure that the lattice will contain a concept (called intersection-concept) with Intent that is equal to ıinter-section of intent parameter and Intent of Candidate. In this recursion, the intersection of intent parameter and Intent of Candidate plays the role as intent input parameter, Candidate plays the role as GeneratorConcept (row 10).
The output of the above recursive call assigns back to Candidate variable. At this time, the lattice is transformed (add intersection-concept). Carefully considering the intersection-concept in theory and in experiment, we can see that the intersection-concept in the above algorithm belongs to one of two form:
• A new concept, if intent is different from null.
• Top of lattice G, ∅ is intent is null.
The lattice is transformed, formally, the set of parent concepts will be transformed. At row 22, Candidate variable is added to list of NewParents (set of new parent concepts, firstly is initialized by null, row 07). This NewConcept is updated to the lattice (row 25, 26). Take notice that the list of NewParents always contains the set of parent concepts of NewConcept. Corresponding to the definition and structure of concept lattice, SetLink and RemoveLink are done (row 27-31) so that the order relation ≤ is always satisfied in the lattice. After output NewConcept, AddIntent switches control to CreateLatticeIcrementally procedure, and take in turns like that until the end of data set, when a full lattice is created.
Browsing lattice
From definition 2 (definition of formal concept in FCA), can consider that each concept in lattice is a pair (question, answer). The question (query) is corresponding to intent, the answer is corresponding to extent of concept. Expansively, the relationship between the queries can be considered as the relationship between the concepts on lattice. When searching, the system will analyze the query, find out the formal concepts (terms), browse lattice and match with the concepts of lattice. The core of browse lattice in the fact is in AddIntent function. It can be said that AddIntent is "backbone" function of two processes of creating lattice and search on lattice.
The idea of the browse and search algorithm on lattice is as follows (BR-Explorer [6] ): use AddIntent function to bring the query (intent) to lattice (to satisfy the order relation ≤ ) -then find the pivot concept (Locate Pivot) corresponding to intent of the query. Finally, the set of results includes the documents in the pivot concept and documents in the parent concepts of the pivot concept is the set of results that need to be found. The found result will be ranked, the first results contain all terms that need to be found, the next results contain a part of terms in the research requirement, according to the descending quantity.
In BR-Explorer algorithm, two pseudo-code sections play the main role: Locate Pivot and BR-Explorer. Interpretation: Corresponding to query Q (the query is entered from the user, Locate Pivot function will:
• Return a concept (this concept is in the uppercover set of concepts with intent (set of terms) contains or equal to set of terms of query Q (row 04-13).
• If not, return BottomConcept. BR-Explorer function fits the query to lattice, search on lattice and rank the returned result; If can not find return null.
• lattice is formed from the first lattice adding query Q. After calling Locate Pivot function, the returned result is a concept, this concept or belongs to the upper-covers set (found) or belongs to BottomConcept (unfound).
BR-Explorer
If it is found, the algorithm ranks the returned result, variable R objects saves the ranking (row 8-18). The process of ranking and considering SUBS, assigning SUBS 0 = {P} (row 4). At this step, if {x}"#{x}' the set of objects in {x}"\{x}' is added to R objects with respective rank (row 6-10). The algorithm repeats in the next steps, SUBS 1ū pper-cover(SUBS 0 ), SUBS 2 = uppercover(SUBS 1 ),. . . to SUBS n . At the i step, if the concept appears in SUBS i and if intent of is null, the objects in extent of is omitted.
It can be found that the ranking of algorithm based on the characteristic of lattice structure, the set of parent concepts contains more many objects (documents), the set of child concepts contains more many attributes (terms) -in the process of browsing lattice and finding an upper-cover set, the set (rank, set of objects) is saved into the result variable R objects . When they output the result, especially in the case that the query contains phrases, the initial results contain all terms that need to be found, the next results contain a part of terms in the query, according to the descending quantity. Figure 4 illustrates the search and classification of set of results on lattice structure [9] (http://credo.fub.it/ cgi-bin/credo/search?query=jaguar):
Experiment
The experimental installation study on the data set is the documents of aviation industry. With the data set including 118 texts, each document takes 50 words/phrases that appear most (Vietnamese, reject the stop-words, etc), the obtained set of concepts is approximately 250000 concepts. The construction of lattice is calculated offline, therefore, when the users search, they do not need to reset up the lattice. The lattice setting is conducted infrequently.
The demo program written in C# on ASP.NET, use SQL Server to store the lattice structure. Figure 5 illustrates the browse and search on the lattice corresponding to the query "What airline flies to US, Europe, Canada, Mexico and Caribbean?" as stated in example 2. In the initial study, the paper has not given the comparative result and graphs of measures, but presented the subjective opinion and comment on the advantages and disadvantages of the concept lattice in part 5.
Conclusion
The field of data mining has had a lot of techniques that are studied and applied, the concept lattice and FCA is one of the new techniques, applied in text mining and data analysis. This discussion part presents the subjective opinion on the advantages and disadvantages of the concept lattice.
Advantages
The illustrative Figure (Figure 4) shows that the concept lattice is appropriate for clustering (according to the topic), classifying the concepts.
Because the lattice structure satisfies the order relation in the relationship of parent concept child concept, the users can exploit information at the neighboring nodes of the lattice but it does not lose time for searching again on the whole large database.
The lattice structure is appropriate for the refinement techniques [9] , such as Query refinement. Clearly, the lattice structure can rank the result from high to low according to the compatibility. Therefore, it is able to combine the lattice structure with the context-aware search technique in the suggestive problems, such as suggesting documents.
Disadvantages
In the information retrieval application, when the query is brought to the lattice, it must call the function such as AddIntent. AddIntent implements recursion, leading to a remarkable increase in search time. In addition to the lattice browse to find out the concepts, the searching functions on lattice such as BR-Explorer have an disadvantage of calculation time, in function-body calls other functions (to calculate the transmission on lattice) and must have recursion (when add query to the lattice through AddIntent).
In fact, the applications in the field of information retrieval of the concept lattice (http://intoweb.loria.fr/CreChainDo/index.php, http://credo.fub.it, http://vivisimo.com) that are known and admitted in these pages [9] are the applications of Meta -Search Engine that only take the first 10 pages of the results of other search engine (Yahoo, Bing. Google). These results are the strings, summary snippets containing keywords. Based on this set of summary results, we can set up the lattice and re-output the result according to the lattice format. These applications are not completely a traditional and full Search Engine, can meet the search.
The concepts on lattice bring with a set of attributes intent [10] (a set of terms) in the case that the data set is large, and lead to a very large set of concepts. In another experiment, when surveying the lattice creation algorithm with only 30 documents, each document is about 20 Kbytes, we meet 885541 concepts. To reduce the number of concepts, can set up the local lattices instead of full lattice, however, this method loses the linkage between the concepts in lattice, or must apply on a high-performance computing environment.
Conclusion
To provide an angle of view of study, this paper presents the initial learning of lattice theory in mathematics, a method of creating, browsing and displaying the search results in lattice, as well as analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the lattice structure. The lattice with a mathematical foundation and diversified principles, is a fine structure. However, according to our subjective comment, the lattice is appropriate for mining, analyzing and clustering data, not completely appropriate in the field of information retrieval, especially as a general and vertical search engine.
